
  

Introduction of the Eachine Safe Flight Controller:

Important: Please make sure to remove the propeller when configuring the Flight Controller to avoid accidents
●  The Eachine Safe-FC with GPS supports SBUS, PPM, PWM input; the default receiver is SBUS type.
●  In SBUS, the FC will initiate RTH automatically in case the control signal was lost. 
●  In PPM and PWM, you have to set the fail-safe in your radio according to its own manual (while GPS still working) 
   to get a proper RTH function working.
●  You have to calibrate the radio for the first time use: 
   1)  Put the radio in default set, that means no mix-control, no joystick offset.
   2)  The joysticks for aileron, elevator and rudder should be on the neutral position, throttle joysticks on the lowest 
        position.
   3)  Switch the Mode Switch quickly, and then the airplane control surface will move up and down, that means the 
       radio calibration finish.

LED Status Table

 Color               Blink               Constant on Constant off

 Red (GPS) Number of Sat. <6 Number of Sat.>5 GPS not connected

 Green (Mode) Stabilizer Mode RTH Mode Manual Mode

 When the Red and Green LED both quick flashes, means now is in Stabilizer calibration.

● After the radio calibration, you have to calibrate the airplane like below:
   1)  Put the plane in a level position and the plane is at rest, then power the plane, please make sure it is not 
        moving even with some wind.
   2)  Put the joysticks like below for 3 seconds at least, until the 2 Green Lights keep Blinking, which means the 
       calibration begins.
   3)  When the 2 Green Lights back to normal, the calibration finished.

 Unlock the Flight Controller
1)  With GPS unit connected, the Flight Controller will be unlocked after the GPS unit gets contacted with the 
    satellites (GPS indicator light changes to constant on from Blinking)
2)  If GPS unit is not connected, the Flight Controller will be unlocked when power on.
     Note: In Manual Mode the motor will work when you start throttle, but in Stabilizer Mode and RTH (Return to 
     Home) Mode, the motor will not work until the Flight Controller is unlocked.

Introduction of the 3 different Flight Modes in CH5
●   RTH Mode: When switch to this Mode, the plane will fly back (about 13m/s) to the take off point, and then 
     circle around at 70 meter altitude and 50 meter radius above the take off point, until you change to another 
     Mode to control it. Please make sure to connect the GPS unit or the RTH will not work. When the altitude is less 
     than 30m, if the throttle joystick is in the lowest position, the motor will not work.
●   Stabilizer Mode: In this Mode, the radio and Flight Controller will control the plane’s roll and pitch (max PITCH: 55°, 
     max ROLL：55°), when the joystick go back to neutral, plane will keep level flying.
●   Manual Mode: In this Mode, the Flight Controller is just a mixer; it doesn’t take part in the control, just like normal 
     manual flying.

Introduction of the Auxiliary takeoff:
●   Switch to RTH Mode.
●   Move the throttle joystick away from zero position.
●   Hold the plane and run until the propeller is spinning, then hand launch the plane, it will fly straight and climb to 
     30 meter altitude then circle around to climb to 70 meter altitude, until you change to other Mode to control it.

Introduction of the Low Voltage Return Home:
Important: The voltage detect connector is only for 2S battery. The Low Voltage Return Home function is only 
working in Stabilizer Mode, not in Manual Mode.
●   Set the Low Voltage Return Home function: connect the battery charging port to the Flight Controller voltage 
     DETECTION PORT, the Low Voltage Return Home function will be activated; otherwise, this function will not be 
     activated.
●    When the Flight Controller detect the battery voltage is less than 6.6V (single cell 3.3V), and the plane is more  
     than 200m away from the take off point, the Low Voltage Return Home function will begin to work, the plane 
     will fly back home automatically.
●   You can’t take over the control of the plane immediately when the Low Voltage Return Home function is 
     1activated and working, when it fly back for about 100m, the plane will be controllable, when you move any 
     joysticks, the Low Voltage Return Home function will be deactivated, and you will take over the control of the 
     plane, if you don’t move any of the joysticks, the plane will fly back to the take off point and keep circling 
     around above the take off point.
●   Take below picture for example:
    1)  When the plane activate the Low Voltage Return Home function in Point “1”, it will begin to fly back, so you 
        can’t take over the control of the plane while it is flying from Point “1” to Point “2”, the distance between “1” 
        and “2” is less than or equal to 100m. 
    2)  After the plane reached to Point “2”, you can deactivate the Low Voltage Return Home function and take 
        over the control of the plane, the plane will be in Stabilizer Mode again.
    3)  After you take over the control of the plane, it will not activate the Low Voltage Return Home function again, 
         until you fly 200m far away from the take off point again.
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